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The pensive
probationer
Dear friends,
And then there were five. Within the
blink of an eye my time at Temple
Anniesland has quite frighteningly and
all too quickly whittled down from fifteen months to five. As well as all of the
church activities and ministerial responsibilities that have been undertaken over
the last ten months, there have been a number of ‘behind the scenes’ tasks that
have had to be undertaken to ensure that this period of Probation is the success
that everyone wants it to be.
Over the last ten months there were four courses, or assessment conferences as
they are better known, that were undertaken. The last course, which was in June,
had ‘Mission’ as its theme and what Mission means and how we can do Mission
better. Whilst Mission might be a word that frightens some and exhilarates
others, mission at its simplest is having a conversation with others about Jesus,
the Church and the things we believe.
One of the things that I have discovered from these conferences, that should be
a source of encouragement and joy to everyone, is the amount of things that
are going on in TA that aren’t happening anywhere else; that the work being
carried out by Fiona and the entire Church family to reach out to and build links
with as many as possible within the parish and its wider community has been
noted within my peer group. The point being that Temple Anniesland has been
a good place for me to be doing Probation. And to think I originally chose to
come here because it was around the corner from the David Lloyd gym!!!
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One of the other things that all candidates for Ministry and those in probation
undertake is what is called Ministry Training Networks (MTN), where you get
split into groups and you meet as a group, under supervision from a minister,
and everyone at some point is expected to bring a paper for discussion on a
theological or relevant topic, which included Dementia, mental health issues
and the environment to name but some. The discussion was expected to last
for about an hour and a half.
My presentation was on the theology of death and dying.
As well as these, an essay on Church Law had to be completed. Fortunately for
myself I had already completed this previously and didn’t have to undertake
that stress again!!
As you can imagine there has been an awful lot of paperwork involved as well.
From the outset there were forms to be filled: “The Learning Covenant” which
basically is about 9 or 10 pages worth of questions and assessments as to what I
expected from the Probation period, what I was going to bring to it, and how I
would deal with problems and so on.
In March we had more, as I had my Mid Term Review, which includes more
paperwork, and interviews between myself, Fiona and a representative from
the Ministries Council, which I’m happy to say, went well.
Finally, the big interview, “The Final Review” takes place in August, which is the
big one!!! This is the final bit of assessed work that is required from me. If I
come through this I promise you, I will be out your hair at the end of
November, leaving you all to enjoy your Christmas………writing about Christmas
and we’ve not yet had the Glasgow Fair!! Proving once again that we are
always planning things well in advance.
John McCutcheon

See Dawn
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Congregational Register
Deaths - “blessed are those who mourn for they shall be comforted”

Agnes (Nan) Black
Lillias Lister
Paula Porteous
Maisie Thorburn
George Bell

-

February
March
April
May
May

(Nursing Home)
(Nursing Home
(Nursing Home)
(Nursing Home)
(Church Family)

As we enjoy our summer weather and the many comforts we experience,
it may also be a good time to be reminded of the refugees and migrants
who have left all they know to escape from conflict. With thanks to
Elisabeth Robertson’s great-niece, Becky Allen, aged 13.

Journey of Migrants
A bird in the wind, a leaf in the storm
Traveling further than ever before
No time to think, no time to mourn,
The journey of migrants fleeing from war.
Former lives cast quickly away
To escape from the shrapnel and disarray
Old wooden boat sailing off from the bay
Never to return to this place or this day.
The waves crash high and spirits stay low
Seaspray and tears and grieving the lost.
But born to survive, these people know
That freedom can come at a terrible cost.
Land appears over the wasteland of blue
The change of the seasons, a hopeful view
The past not forgotten and not far behind
But a spark lights up the hearts of the true.
www.tachurch.org.uk
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Reminiscences
We’re all probably familiar with the
old pictures of Old Anniesland,
Knightswood and the surrounding
areas that make up the Parish and
neighbouring communities of Temple
Anniesland Church. These pictures,
nonetheless, are no more than just
pictures that may stir memories
within some of us and mean nothing
at all to many others. It is only when
you add the stories of people’s lives to
the pictures that they then begin to
come alive, and you can begin to
create the past and what life meant for
the people of our areas.

corner of the street. And to a keen
audience of women who would be
leaning out of their windows, they
serenaded them with a mixture of
songs which included hymns such as
The Old Rugged Cross. The singers
had the amazing ability to harmonize
with one another, so their singing was
So on a dreich Wednesday morning
an event that was looked forward to
members of the Gatehouse generously rather than something that was
gave us a couple of hours of their time dreaded
to tell some of the stories that they
On other occasions someone would
could remember from the days gone
by. The undernoted is just a flavour of bring out the family Radiogram and
some of the many memories that were put it in the garden, and everybody
would dance to the music.
shared that morning.
Many remembered the soundtrack of
the weekends as being not necessarily
the music that was played on the
radios or the songs that were sung in
other parts of the west end. But
instead it was the music and sounds of
the ‘local boys’ as they returned from
Partick on the quarter to nine bus. The
number 16 bus would come into
Knightswood and ‘the boys’ would
come out and congregate on the
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For the younger ones, the canal was
an attraction and they would spend as
much of their time playing in it. It has
to be borne in mind that the canal
then was not the same as the canal is
now…back then the canal was a
means of transportation. Boats would
travel up and down the canal between
sawmills…it was a route to the yards
in Bowling and was also a means of
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(Continued on page 5)

traveling for fishing boats wanting to part in the war effort, as it was
go to Edinburgh. So for people to play recollected that all the iron work was
in the canal it was deemed a criminal
offence and every time the Police
showed up because of complaints, it
was important that those in the canal
“got off their mark” as quickly as
possible, or they would receive a ticket
for their troubles.

It was true that this was a time when
there was no such thing as a locked
door,every door remained open. And
even on the occasions when you did
encounter secured premises, it was
easy enough to get in by putting your
hand in the letter box and grabbing a
key that would be attached to a piece
of string!!

removed to help at a time when all
were asked to make huge sacrifices.
On a more light-hearted note, one of
those interviewed told us that the first
time she came to the church she was
fascinated as to how people got into
the balcony. It was probably a bit of a
disappointment when they discovered
that it was only a stair-way and not
something more magical.
There were plenty more reminiscences
shared over the couple of hours that
we had, and we would like to thank
everyone for their time and patience
in sharing these memories with us and
with our wider church family.

Amongst the businesses and
workplaces that locals found
employment were Birrell’s sweets,
Sloan’s Dairy, McLehose the printer,
Baird’s iron and steel works on Crow
road and Ioco - the Rubber factory.

If anyone else has stories that they
would like to share with us, especially
stories connected to the church, then
please feel free to get in touch and we
will seek to share them with a wider
audience.

The Church was not just an important
John McCutcheon
part of people’s lives, it also played a
www.tachurch.org.uk
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From the finance folk
We are not quite half way through the church’s financial year and the
finance team need to keep you up to date before holidays are taken.
But first of all comes a big thank you for your continued generous giving
which has helped keep income ahead of expenditure. Too often in recent years expenditure has exceeded income and at the end of the year
we have had to dig into our reserves to make up the difference. This
year, however, your offerings taken together have been ahead of both
last year and the budget for this year. To give you a feel for the figures
Ordinary income, as it’s called, for the first half of the year to June 14th
has been:
2019
2019
2018
Actual

Budget

Actual

Freewill Offering

£28,102

£25,847

£26,464

Plate

£ 3,407

£ 2,769

£ 2,657

£31,509

£28,616

£29,121

Last year we also benefitted from a large legacy which has helped to
increase income by being invested. This year too another, smaller but
still significant legacy is going to help us with a potentially large expense
for fitting an up-to-date fire detection and alarm system to our church
buildings to keep the increasing number of users of our building safe
from any threat of fire. Including all forms of income, including the vital
gift aid tax recovery as well as the legacy, income total to date for this
year is £69,823 against a budgeted figure of £43,764 ( the legacy was
not, of course, in the budget).
Expenditure, on our payments to the Church of Scotland, on local staff
costs, building costs (gas, electricity, insurance) and other expenses
(postage, printing, copyright licencing and more) has so far amounted
to £44,188., giving a surplus of income over expenditure of £25,635.
However the end of June will bring significant payments and your finance team will have to be very careful to keep the head start you have
helped to bring about intact so all the work of the church continues.
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found a reference in a contemporary
newspaper advertisement indicating
that an example of James Benson’s
On our church web site , if you look at work could be seen at what was then
Anniesland Cross United Free Church.
the history page, quoting Ray
And Graham wondered if he could
Donnelly, you will see the following:
On 4 November 1905 the memorial have photographs of any windows
stone of a new church building, on that might have been by James
Benson.
the stair leading to the north gallery,
I’ll let Graham take up the tale. ...
was laid by John Stephen of
Linthouse, a member of the famous ‘Interestingly, I found a lengthy
Glasgow ship-building family, who newspaper article about the service on
August 19, 1906, when Anniesland
was said to be a strong upholder of Cross U F Church opened for public
worship. The report gives a lot of
the United Free Church. Mrs Eliza
detail about the fabric – and loads of
Stephen deposited a memorial
tributes directed to the minister, the
casket in the wall. No records reveal Rev Robert Browning.
what is in the casket, so there it
But there is no mention of the
remains for a future generation to
memorial window which makes me
discover!
wonder if it was installed somewhat
later. The article says “all the windows
I wonder if you are ready to be a
are of tinted cathedral glass of a
member of that future generation.
suitable design”. And, as I said, with
About 3 years ago a Glasgow-born
the amount of nice things being said
journalist, Graham Glen, then living in about the minister, surely reference
France, sent an enquiring email to the would have been made to a new
memorial window associated with him.
church asking about the stained glass
and particularly about the memorial
The stained glass commemorates his
window. His mother’s grandfather was mother. He was born Robert Letham
James Benson , a master glass stainer Browning on 22/2/1855 in Greenock
working during the period 1890 to
to John Browning and Janet Browning,
1914 who made many stained glass
nee Letham. She died in Glasgow,
windows for churches, as well as in
aged 66, in 1885 .
domestic property, many of the
I found another lengthy article, this
church windows having been
time about the ceremony
memorial windows. In true
investigative journalist style, he had
(Continued on page 8)

The Mystery that never
was.
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which took place on November 4,
1905.’ And here, if you don’t wish to

know the contents of the casket, you
should stop reading ….
‘In the article, Rev Browning described
the contents of the casket before Mrs
Stephen deposited it in a cavity in the
stone.

“In the casket”, said the minister,
“were copies of the previous
night’s News and Citizen; the
Glasgow Herald of that day’s
date; the Milngavie and
Bearsden Herald containing a
sketch and description of the
church; the British Weekly; the
Children’s Magazine; the bazaar
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book, in which appeared the
names of their friends and
helpers on that great occasion;
the statement read that day by
the Preses; and a list of the
office-bearers and the Christian
workers who were at present
connected with the
congregation, together with a
programme of the day’s
proceedings.“ ‘ And now you
know; not only what is in the casket
but also of the practical
commitment and energy given to
bringing the gospel to the
Anniesland community.
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